Indirect Encoding Methods are applied in order to reduce the length of the genotype, the search space, and to make the problem more scalable. No exhaustive analysis of tho% features exists in the literature. The main problem is the definition of an objective memure to evaluate different codifications and search strategies. The measure should be able to evaluate the efficiency of the search strategy. analyzing the different neural network architectures generated with several methods (see Figure 1) .
L INlRODUCllON
In the last years, many works have been centered toward automatic resolution of the design of neural networks architectures Indirect Encoding Methods are applied in order to reduce the length of the genotype, the search space, and to make the problem more scalable. No exhaustive analysis of tho% features exists in the literature. The main problem is the definition of an objective memure to evaluate different codifications and search strategies. The measure should be able to evaluate the efficiency of the search strategy. analyzing the different neural network architectures generated with several methods (see Figure 1 ).
Typically, a good problem representation requires the representation of any possible solution, and a good search strategy requires that similar genotypes produce similar architectures In this way, all the search space is covered and the fitness tinction is able to guide the search. Figure I shows that this evaluation (representation and search) should be accomplished OVR the generated neural network architectures. In [Ill, a preliminary study of the repremtation capacity is presented. In this work, a function (fr {O,i)" x {O,i)-+ m) over the binary m a w domain is defined to obtain a real value that represenh the matrix, and for extension each neural network architecture. m e results of this work show that the i n d i m encoding method based on grammatical approach is able to cover the search space. However, it is not enough clear whether the results do show this, because many of the points are overlapping and there are large anas of neural networks space that have not been generated. Then, one more rigorous method of showing how much pf the search spacc is covered by the encoding scheme might he to use Hamming distances behucen chromosomes networks (binary matrix) generated fmm random samples of genotypes (fypically in Evolutionary Computation). Then the average disiauce over such a sample of genotypes could be compared with the average distances calculated over randomly generated genotypes. The application of Hamming distances in each indirect encoding problem could not be apply because each chromosome and its corresponding binary matrix has a different meaning depending on the expansion method. We need an objective measure to evaluate in the same way the different methods This objective measure could be used to evaluate the search space, because the major problem with indirect encoding schemes is o b argued to be that the search space is highly rugged with cornpaison to direct encoding schemes, i.e. small changes to the genotype produce large changes in the network architecture and final network performance. This problem makes the schema difficult to use in artificial evolutionary field.
In this work, a prwedure (in three steps) defines an objective meaSure to evaluate the improvements of the indirect e n d i n g methob. This measure is applied over two consmctive encoding schemes based on direct and indirect encoding. In particular the selected indirect encoding method is based on Cellular Automata (CA) [12, 13] . Using the procedure defined in this paper, we could analyze the generative capacity (representation) and the search space in the domain of genotypes of direct codification scheme. And compare with the indirect one.
In this paper some preliminary results about the frst step of the procedure are shown. In these results the density function of the initial population of neural networks is analyzed Section 2 and 3 are related with the encoding schemes used in this work. Section 4 describes the objective function. The results of the probability distribution estimation are shown in section 5. Finally some conclusions are presented.
DIRECT ENCODING
As it has been mentioned in the introduction, direct encoding methods are based on the codification of the complete network into the chromosom of the GA. Generally, the term direct encoding refers to e n c c d i i strategies that directly encode parameters of the neural networks such as weights, mnnexions, etc. into the chromosome. Some systems focus on the weights encoding [8,14,15], whereas others works foeus on the architecfllres encoding [13, 16, 17] . There also systems that combine the two issues, so that both the architechue and weights are evolved at the same time [IS,
191.
Our i n t k s t is focused in the evolution of the architectures; this is the number of hidden neurons and the connections between different layers, while the task of weight training is lefl to be carried out by learning rules, as the standard backpropagation algorithm.
The most usual way to codify an architecture using a direct encoding scheme is to specify into a gen of the chromosome the presence or absence of a connection in the network using For the direct encoding schemes presented in this section, standard genetic operations can be used to evolve the population of architectures. Other direct encoding schemes have been also appear in the literature, for instance [ZI] , although in this case specific genetic operators must be defined.
INDIRECT ENCODING
Direct encoding representations of neural network architectures arc relatively simple, straighrfoluard to implement and they would be suitable for problems requiring a small number of neurones and connections. They may allow rapid generation and optimisation of tightly pruned designs. However, the capabilities of direct encoding for solving large problems are limited, because large problems require much larger chromosome. In order to reduce the length of the genotype and to make the problem more scalable, indirect encoding schemes to represent neural network architectures have been proposed in the last years [1,9,10]. They basically consist of codifying, not the complete network, but a compact representation of i t That representation (for instance based on grammars, fractals, etc.) is expanded to obtain neural network architecture. The genetic algorithm evolves that representation, instead of camenions matrix of neural networks as in the case of direct encoding (see figure I ).
The indirect encoding scheme used in this work is based on cellular automata. The system shown in figure 3-is composed of three different modules: the Genetic Algorithm Module, the Cellular Module and the Neural Network module. The scheme is cycled, and each cycle corresponds to a genetic algorithm generation. By means of genetic operators a population of FNN architectures (individuals expressed through cellular automata) is obtained, except the fmt one, that is randomly generated as is usual. These individuals ue evaluated through a fitness function. To calculate the fimess value, the cellular aummata arc executed over an initial configuration codified in the individual chromosome, and a binary matrix is obtained. In a next step, this matrix is translated into a FNN architecture and is trained. After the FNN is trained is tested and an error value is obtained With this error and some other relevant information about the FNN (size, learning cycles, etc.), the fitness value of the considered individual is computed The process is repeated until all the population is evaluated. The proposed architecture follows the general mechanism of other well-known systems like Kitano's 191 and the GANET svstw a y . -a The cellular module is based on the cellular automata philosophy and is composed of two bidimensional cellular systems. Several seeds give the initial wnfigurations of the twodimensional cellular systems and the rules of these systems are applied to generate fmal configurations. The first cellular system called growing cellular automata, is related with the generation of FNN with a large number of COMEttiOnS. The second cellular system, named decreasing cellular automata, is related with the reduction of this number of connections. The seeds are defined thmugh two coordinates and they are codified in the chromosome of the genetic algorithm, which evolves to maximize the performance of FNN architecture A detailed description of the system can be founded in [13] . The motivation of this approach is based on the idea that only a few seeds for initial configurations of cellular s y s t m can produce a wide variety of FNN architectures. Thus, the length of the chromosome is reduced.
IV. AN OBJETWE MEASURE TO COMPARE AUTOMATIC GENERATION METHODS
The goal of the system is to evaluate different encoding algorithms. In this way, we need to evaluate the neural networks generated to analyze the generative capacity (how many different architectures the method is able to generate) over the whole search space and the search strategy (how the Genetic Algorithm generates neural nenuorlts).
In order to analyze the behavior of the different encoding methods, three kind of infomtion have to be studied The first one is related with the ability of the methods to generate an initial population that covers the complete search space. As the initial population has a fmite s k , the individuals are a subset of the search space. Clearly, an algorithm that generates random individuals following an uniform dishibution over the search space is better than algorithms that introduce a bias in the initial population. The second one is related with the way the algorithm search in the search space. The best situation to apply genetic algorithm is that small changes in the genotype produce small changes in the fitness value. This situation avoids the epistasis problem. This problem could not be addressed directly (as in other genetic approximations) with the indirect encoding methods because of the padcular process inuoduced to translate the genotype in to the neural network. The third one is related with the special search space that represents the neural networks. In this space, different binary maeix could represent the same neural network. Then a mathematical function will be required to identify similar architechlres and to represent clearly the above points.
We propose to approximate the points one and two, analyzing the number of hidden n m n s (q) and the number of connections (q). We propose to calculate the histogram of nh and n, for the initial population (point one), and to evaluate random walks (representing in a 3-D graph the fitness landscape over Q and q) for the search (point two). For the last point, we propose a method based on a unique codification of the generated neural network architechlre. Then,afunction (I: { O , I ) " X { D . I )~ --t {O,~)"'x{~,~)"jover the binary matrix domain is defmed to obtain a binary matrix that represents in the same way, any binary mamx (and for extension each neural network architecme) generated using any method. Really, this function codifies again the generated NN, and, so, we can choose as function f the direct codifcation of a NN (see Figure 4) . In this work, results concerning to the first paint are shown, in order to study the ability of encoding algorithms to cover the architechxe. The follows several steps we present the results of the analysis of the initial population. The study follows several steps:
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Generate a random initial population of chromosomes with an uniform distribution.
Apply the translation process for each encoding method and for each chromosome to obtain the correspondent binary matrix or neural network architecture.
Make a histogram of the numter of hidden neurons (mJ in the binary matrix.
Find the density function that comesponds with the Finally, analyze the 3-D histogram (considering the bidimensional space ndoq) to find the corresponding density function.
histogram of w.
The probability density hnction allows estimating the generation probability of a neural network with a specific number of hidden neurons and connections. This information shows how each encoding method covers the search space in the initial population.
V. ANALYSIS OF INITIAL POPULATION DISTRIBUTION
For both encoding methods an initial population of IO' chromosomes are randomly generated. In both encoding schemes every value for an element of the chromosome has the Same probability than the other values. With direct encoding method, in any element of the binary marrix (the chromosome) there is a "0" or a "I" with the same probability (p = X) . For indirect coding scheme based on CA the elements of the chromosome are integers ranging in value from 0 to (n, +no -l), where n, and no are the number of inputs and outputs respectively that order, fixed both by the problem that FNN resolves. As in direct encoding for an element of the chromosome, all the values have the same pmbabiI'ly,~n,+,,,).
In these preliminary results a generic domain is used, with two inputs and two outputs, (n, =no = 2). Then the maximum n u m k of hidden neumns of FNN considered is (n,+n0y=16, [l3] . Therefore the length of the chromosome for direct encoding scheme is 64, equal to the maximum number of connection considered. The length of the chromosome for indirect encoding scheme based on CA depends only on the number of growing seeds (gs, related to growing cellular automata) and decreasing seeds (gd, related to decreasing cellular automata) used. In this paper the results for 4 gs and 4 ds will be exposed in histograms. Results for other number of seeds are similar.
For both encoding scheme when the binary matrix is obtained, if a column with all they values are "0" it means that the hidden node that this column repremts has not any connection from input layer or to output layer. And it could be not considered, i.e. it could be eliminated from the FNN.
When all chromosomes are translated into his phenotype, i.e.
a FNN, how many have the same number of hidden nodes (a, Figure 5 and Figure 6 , and how many have the same number of connections (nc), Figure 7 and Figure 8 , for direct and indirect scheme are shown.
Finally in Figure 9 and Figure IO the 3-D histograms for both encoding schema is shown. In them, the number of FNN with a same number of hidden nodes and a same number of connections is displayed.
About the histogram shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 , for number of FNN with the same number of hidden neumns, it is clear that for direct encoding scheme the probability density function @.df.), corresponding to this discrete distribution, could be obtained exactly from the probability that a column has no element equal to "I". And the same for histogram of FNN with the same number of connections in the binary matrix. It is clear that must be a binomial distribution. But for indirect encoding it not feasible, at least too complex, to obtain exactly the discrete probability density function that corresponding to the histogam of q and nh.
As it is observed in figures, it is clear that indirect encoding scheme cover the search space for a initial random population so much better than the direct encoding method if a random, initial population is generated, The probability to obtain a FNN h m the initial population randomly generated with direct encoding scheme with less hidden neurones than IO is very low. . . / I " I I. 
